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Florida’s landscape and subtropical climate challenge any 
architect who strives to maintain its building traditions—
or to create new ones. Guy Peterson has spent his 
career developing a rich architectural vision informed, 
but not constrained, by the context of his home state. 
The monograph Naked shows Peterson’s work through 
design-by-removal, by which he has produced some of 
America’s greatest coastal architecture.
Peterson has recaptured and redirected efforts toward an 
authentic Florida architecture through his unique approach 
that begins with the basics of climate, program, volume, and 
proportion. By emphasizing the conceptual foundations of 
architecture, Peterson creates buildings of simplicity and 
power illustrated by the use of basic materials as showcased 
in Naked, materials carefully employed to accommodate 
function and sculpt space, while capturing light.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 

Guy Peterson FAIA is a lifelong Florida resident. A modernist 
in his approach, the language of his architecture is honest 
and simplistic, poetic and human. He is the president and 
principal architect of the eponymous firm Guy Peterson 
having received both a bachelor’s degree and master’s 
degree in architecture from the University of Florida.

CONTRIBUTORS:

Naked is introduced by Lawrence Scarpa FAIA of Brooks 
+ Scarpa, an architect who has garnered international 
acclaim for the creative use of conventional materials in 
unexpected ways.
Alfonso Pérez-Méndez, architect and professor at the 
University of Florida with previous practice in Barcelona 
and in New York as a senior associate with Richard Meier, 
has provided the foreword for Naked. Pérez-Méndez has 
written books on post-World War II architecture such as 
Craig Ellwood: In the Spirit of the Time and The Houses 
of El Pedregal.

Naked: The Architecture of 
Guy Peterson
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“Guy Peterson, by his own example, has begun to recapture and 
redirect efforts towards an authentic Florida architecture, and has 
begun to further redefine and extend the range of the ‘Sarasota 
School’. He begins with the basics of climate, program, volume and 
proportion and creates buildings of simplicity and power, which are 
both conceptually direct and spatially complex.

… his Architecture is made from simple materials carefully 
employed to accommodate function, sculpt space and capture light. 
With clarity of form, Peterson combines the fundamental elements 
of construction to define spaces with surprising variety, so much so 
that one searches out every space to experience its ‘feel’…Peterson’s 
buildings are confident examples that simplicity is the most 
powerful generator of architectural form.

I believe his houses will be placed alongside the best, not only of 
regional architecture, but of American architecture in general.“

 Warren Schwartz, FAIA, founding principal,  
 Schwartz/Silver Architects, Boston, MA
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Spencer House
SARASOTA, FLORIDA 

Located in an established Sarasota 
neighborhood on a busy street corner, 
this house is designed to create privacy 
from the street and provide outdoor living 
from within the walls of the project. These 
outdoor spaces occur both on the ground 
plane and vertically inside the structure. 
Carefully placed openings (outdoor room 
projections and view portals) offer select 
views of the neighborhood.

The house is essentially two pieces: a 
vertical tower emerging from a horizontal 
base. This base is at grade and contains 
the principal living spaces of the house, 
including the living room, dining room, and 
bedrooms. Additionally, there are three 
courtyards of various scales, as well as a 
large outdoor space containing a pool and 
terrace. The tower becomes a carefully 
perforated element on the south side, 
bringing in points of light into the two-
story living volume.

As a method of managing privacy 
requirements from the two adjacent 
streets, this house opens to the sky. There 
are a total of nine openings within the base 
and the tower, to capture light and enjoy 
the dramatic Florida skies.
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